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  Facts about Jane Goodall
   Here are Luke’s notes about the interview. He forgot some facts! Can you help him?

  1 About Jane:

Name: Jane Goodall

born in:             

went to school in: Bournemouth (south of England)

lived for many years in:               (East Africa)

  2 Jane had many different pets:

 a cat  a horse  a goldfish

 a hamster  a canary  guinea pigs

  3 What Jane found out about chimpanzee behaviour:

When they are in love, chimpanzees like              .  

They use tools to get their           when they are hungry 

and sometimes they even             when it’s raining!

  4 What Jane thinks about us:

Jane thinks that we humans  … can live without nature.

   … cannot live without nature.

   … have to be careful with nature.

  5 About ‘Roots and Shoots’:

‘Roots and Shoots’ is Jane’s programme for             .

They can work together with their friends to protect                        .

Everyone can help! In South America, for example, a class tried to live without plastic            

– and it worked! 
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  Facts about Jane Goodall
   Here are Luke’s notes about the interview. He forgot some facts! Can you help him?

  1 About Jane:

Name: Jane Goodall

born in:  London       

went to school in: Bournemouth (south of England)

lived for many years in:  Tanzania        (East Africa)

  2 Jane had many different pets:

 a cat  a horse  a goldfish

 a hamster  a canary  guinea pigs

  3 What Jane found out about chimpanzee behaviour:

When they are in love, chimpanzees like  kissing        .  

They use tools to get their  food      when they are hungry 

and sometimes they even  dance      when it’s raining!

  4 What Jane thinks about us:

Jane thinks that we humans  … can live without nature.

   … cannot live without nature.

   … have to be careful with nature.

  5 About ‘Roots and Shoots’:

‘Roots and Shoots’ is Jane’s programme for  children       .

They can work together with their friends to protect  nature (on our planet)          .

Everyone can help! In South America, for example, a class tried to live without plastic  bags       

– and it worked!
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